2o8	CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
Barton and Bodard visited Blattangeta Herrouy at the
Ethiopian Foreign Ministry. Sirak Herrouy, the cricketer
from B.N.C., acted as interpreter for his father. The
great plan was unveiled : the united flags of Britain and
France dropped from the monument commemorating the
assassins of collective peace.
On its base was engraved the map of Ethiopia. All
Tigre except Axum was given to Italy. The southern
Ogaden was given to Italy. The whole of Southern
Ethiopia was handed over to Italian colonisation and
economic supremacy. Some of Ethiopia remained to
Ethiopia. " A Premium to Aggression " was carved upon
the monument in Roman capitals.
Bodard withdrew, while Barton had to go through with
the unpleasant duty of reading the dedicatory address. The
Ethiopians say that it was done with a decent formality
appropriate to the occasion.
After all, you could not apply pressure to old Blattangeta
Herrouy.   The man immediately sank into one of his blank
periods.   However hard you sit upon a stone you cannot/
dent it.   So why injure your behind ?
In the early days of the Ethiopian Foreign Ministry the
Foreign Minister, I have been told, used to sit at a table
and put the Notes which he received in a pile on the floor.
There they got covered with dust.
When, months afterwards, he had read them, he used to
spike them on an iron spike which hung on the wall behind
him. The sort of spike used in shops for bills and receipts.
This did not mean that he had answered the notes, but
that he had perused them.
Ethiopia, to her misfortune, had advanced beyond that,
though it would have been a marvellous finish for the
Hoare-Laval plan.
The Emperor when he left for Dessye gave full powers
to his Council at Addis to decide questions of this sort.
In fact, they were incapable of decision. The text was
sent to the Emperor. They were all very angry about it,
but they did nothing. The younger Ethiopians were for
answering "nonsense," but Blattangeta Herrouy's mind
continued to draw blank.

